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	Frommer's Singapore & Malaysia (Frommer's Complete), 9780470435151 (0470435151), Frommers, 2009
Come along with Frommer's and discover two of Asia's most intriguing destinations. Our author has scoured every inch of this region, and she'll share her cultural insights and favorite discoveries with you. Her guide is much more complete and in-depth than its major competitor.
    In Singapore, you'll find the best places to stay, from high-tech business hotels to affordable finds, plus an amazing array of dining choices. Follow our author's fantastic walking tours, which introduce you to hidden gems in each ethnic neighborhood — you'll find Hindu and Buddhist temples and Islamic mosques mixed in with modern high-rises, colonial architecture, and even a real-live rain forest still growing at the edge of the urban area.    

    In Malaysia, we'll take you beyond bustling Kuala Lumpur to discover beach resorts; the colonial architecture and amazing dining scene in Penang; idyllic islands; traditional villages; and great opportunities to shop for Malaysian handcrafts. We'll even visit Borneo, where rivers meander through dense tropical rain forests, beaches stretch for miles, and caves snake on for miles. In the many national parks that protect this spectacular jungle, you'll meet tiny deer, tinier owls, monkeys, and the increasingly rare orangutan. Experience all the adventure with Frommer's in hand, knowing you can rely on us for accurate information, practical advice, and useful maps.
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Physics for Scientists and Engineers (with PhysicsNOW and InfoTrac )Brooks Cole, 2003

	This best-selling, calculus-based text is recognized for its carefully crafted, logical presentation of the basic concepts and principles of physics. PHYSICS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, Sixth Edition, maintains the Serway traditions of concise writing for the students, carefully thought-out problem sets and worked examples, and evolving...


		

Mapping and Visualization with SuperColliderPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create interactive and responsive audio-visual applications with SuperCollider


	Overview

	
		Master 2D computer-generated graphics and animation
	
		Perform complex encodings and audio/data analysis
	
		Implement intelligent generative audio-visual systems
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Multiagent System Technologies: 5th German Conference, MATES 2007, Leipzig, Germany, September 24-26, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
The German conference on Multi-Agent System Technologies (MATES) provides an interdisciplinary forum for researchers, users, and developers to present and discuss the latest advances in research work as well as prototyped or fielded systems of intelligent agents and multi-agent systems. The conference aims to promote theory and applications and...




	

Ouya Unity Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the Ouya technology is so new, finding information about developing for it can be  hard. This book covers all that you'll need to know to create your game and add great  features to it, such as controller functionality, animation, sounds, and monetization.  We'll even show you how to make it work on Android phones...


		

Dubois' Lupus ErythematosusLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Established for forty years as the definitive reference on lupus, Dubois' Lupus Erythematosus is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Seventh Edition. More than ninety distinguished contributing authors—twenty of them new to this edition—provide comprehensive coverage of every aspect of cutaneous and systemic...



		

Diagnosis of Fungal Infections (Infectious Disease and Therapy)CRC Press, 2007

	Analyzing a key cause of infectious morbidity in immunosuppressed and immunocompromised patients, this source spans the most recent strategies to improve and expedite the diagnosis, identification, and treatment of fungal infections. With authoritative contributions from experienced clinicians in the field, this reference tracks developments...
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